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Hawks eliminated by Howard, who picks Rockets

(updated)

Mark J. Terrill

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Dwight Howard will not come home after all.

Howard told the Hawks on Friday that he had eliminated them as a destination. General manager Danny Ferry told The
Atlanta Journal-Constitution that Howard delivered the news with a phone call. Howard, an unrestricted free agent center
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Confessions of Hotel Housekeepers (AARP)

who played at Southwest Atlanta Christian Academy, met with five teams earlier this week. He retreated to the mountains

with his advisors Wednesday to make a decision.

Earlier in the day, Howard also informed the Mavericks and Warriors that he would be signing elsewhere. Then Howard
informed his old team. Lakers general manager Mitch Kupchak issued a statement Friday night in which he said, “We have
been informed of Dwight’s decision not to return to the Lakers, and naturally we are dispasponted.”

That left the Rockets as the final team in the Dwight Howard Sweepstakes. As of late Friday, they had not announced that
Howard was coming there.

USA Today was the first of several media outlets to report that Howard decided to leave the Lakers for the Rockets. General
manager Daryl Morey tweeted early Friday evening that the Rockets “are excited & cautiously optimistic @DwightHoward
might choose Houston, we have not yet heard about his decision.”

Late Friday night, Howard changed his Twitter avatar to a picture of himself wearing a Rockets uniform. He tweeted the
following: “I’ve decided to become a member of the Houston Rockets. I feel its (sic) the best place for me and I am excited
about joining the Rockets and I’m looking forward to a great season. I want to thank the fans in Los Angeles and wish them
the best.”

Ferry described Howard as respectful - to co-owner Bruce Levenson, new head coach Mike Budenholzer and himself -
during the process.

“It was a very well managed process,” Ferry told the AJC. “I appreciated that the level of communicaton between the Hawks,
the agent and the player was done well. We will continue to move forward with our plan to build a strong foundation and
successful team. There are many paths to getting there.”

Late Friday night the Hawks agreed to two-year deals with former Jazz players Paul Millsap and DeMarre Carroll.

The Lakers were able to offer Howard the biggest deal, a maximum of five years and $118 million. They brought in Kobe
Bryant and Steve Nash as part of their pitch to Howard. The Hawks, Rockets and Mavericks were able to offer a maximum of
four years and $88 million. The Warriors needed to work a sign-and-trade deal.

The Rockets, considered by many to be the favorite to land Howard all along, continued to make their case early Friday. Actor
Jim Parsons, the star of the TV series “The Big Bang Theory,” made a video urging Howard to pick Houston. Morey tweeted a
link to the video.

The Warriors were busy Friday trying to make a move up the coast more attractive to Howard. Multiple media outlets reported
that the Warriors agreed to a deal with free agent Andre Iguodala, clearing the necessary salary-cap space by sending the
expiring contracts of Andris Biedrins, Richard Jefferson and Brandon Rush to the Jazz.

With a decision from Howard, the Hawks can turn their attention to filling out their roster and potentially landing a center
elsewhere. One possible scenario is that the Hawks could be in the mix for a sign-and-trade involving the Rockets and
Omer Asik. The Hawks could use Josh Smith, an unrestricted free agent, in such a deal. ESPN reported that Asik has no
interest in being a backup in Houston.

With Al Jefferson reportedly agreeing to a deal with the Bobcats on Thursday, the pool of free-agent centers is dwindling. The
Hawks could take a chance on Andrew Bynum, an unrestricted free agent who did not play last season because of knee
problems. They also could make an offer to restricted free agent Nikola Pekovic.

The Hawks may elect to keep Al Horford at center and save their salary-cap space for next season. Re-signing Zaza
Pachulia, who is rehabbing from a partially torn Achilles tendon, could provide a veteran backup until draft picks Lucas
Nogueira or Mike Muscala are ready.

The Hawks have options, and now that Howard is going elsewhere, they can begin to explore them in earnest.
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Posted by Steve-W at 10:45 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Millsap and Monta ellis?

Posted by Steve-W at 10:51 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Thanks doc

Millsap does play hard on every possession, both ends

More valuable to the jazz than Jefferson in advanced stats, on off court numbers etc

Posted by -sting- at 10:53 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

sayanora d12 and i barely knew ye.

good riddance?

Posted by Steve-W at 10:55 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse
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I have no idea where we go after Millsap - if we get him

Is Schroeder the man or not? Going to do a tony parker on him?

Posted by Slimjr at 10:57 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

"Paul Millsap and Kyle Korver in a year when we had more cap space than anyone else. LOL.

Millsap does have a post game. Josh is the superior defender...

Perhaps tanking is not in his cards?

Posted by JaeEvolution at 10:57 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

"Alex Kennedy @AlexKennedyNBA 4m
The Atlanta Hawks have agreed to a contract with Paul Millsap, source confirms."

Posted by huffyman at 10:58 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

IDIOTS!

It's obvious Josh Smith is not staying - everyone around him says he needs a change - why wait to grab a great center? 
HORFORD IS NOT A CENTER! 
When will the IDIOTS that run the Hawks understand that and stop torturing him and the fans - its like when we got Christian
Latner all over again - remember him being forced to guard a young Shaq in the playoffs?
GET A CENTER!!!

Posted by KeyserSoze at 10:59 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod f CP

I know Schroeder is from Germany.

But you *`'do'`* know he`s black ... right ?

Posted by Just-Joe at 10:59 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
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Report Abuse

2-yr deal.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 10:59 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Hawks get Paul Millsap. Good player but we still need a center.

Posted by GASports at 11:00 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Ok give me Milsap and Osik and lets go! 

Teague/Schroderer
Lou/Jenkins/Cunningham
Kirelinko/Korver
Milsap/Ivan/Scott
Horford/Osik/Nogueria

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 11:01 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Run for the hills Josh. THE SHIP BE SANKING.

Posted by Steve-W at 11:01 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Asik
Al
Millsap
Korver
Teague

?

Landry Cunningham as a backup 3?

Posted by -bigdave- at 11:03 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Feeling queasy smh.
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Posted by RamonReturns at 11:03 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Milsap on two year deal isn't terrible. 

Posted by JaeEvolution at 11:04 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

"Adrian Wojnarowski @WojYahooNBA 1m
Demarre Carroll has reached agreement on a deal with Atlanta, his agent, Mark Bartelstein, says."

Sigh...

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 11:04 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

"But you *`'do'`* know he`s black ... right ?"

Have you heard him speak? Grandad, take a field trip one day, get on Marta and listen to some conversations, and then tell
me do you think any of those kids will be able to relate to Schroeder and Omar Asik.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 11:04 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

@WojYahooNBA: Demarre Carroll has reached agreement on a deal with Atlanta, his agent, Mark Bartelstein, says.

Who?

Posted by northcyde at 11:05 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

Posted by -OBrien- at 10:52 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

2 years $6 mil for Copeland >>>>> 4 years $24 mil for Korver IMO.

*************

Exactly.
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Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 11:05 p.m. Jul. 5, 2013
Report Abuse

This is getting funnier and funnier.
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